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The boxer’s fracture: a prospective study of functional recovery

Sir

We read with interest the article by Porter et al. in the December 1988 edition of *Archives of Emergency Medicine*, ‘The boxer’s fracture: a prospective study of functional recovery’. We would agree completely that early mobilization of the hand in order to regain normal function is of paramount importance and as such we feel that a volar plaster slab for 3 weeks is excessive.

In the Accident and Emergency Department at Guy’s Hospital, uncomplicated ‘boxer’s fractures’ are treated by neighbour strapping the involved finger to its companion and the hand is elevated in a high sling for 24 h. The patient is reviewed in our Hand Clinic a week later when the neighbour strapping is removed. Exercises are given to the patient by the attending physiotherapist.

As a result of this regime, the majority of our patients have an excellent range of movement 2 weeks after removal of the neighbour strapping and recovery is usually complete at 6 weeks. This compares very favourably with Mr Porter’s recovery period of 11 weeks. This regime is also well tolerated by patients, many manual labourers returning to work after the first week.

D. P. WATSON & C. MAIMARIS
Accident and Emergency Department,
Guy’s Hospital,
London, England

The boxer’s fracture: a prospective study of functional recovery

Sir

I read with interest the paper by Porter et al. ‘The boxer’s fracture: a prospective study of functional recovery’ in *Archives of Emergency Medicine*, December 1988 and found it interesting but somewhat controversial. The authors had concluded ‘surgical intervention or complex method of splintage are unnecessary’, in all types of 5th metacarpal neck fractures without rotation deformity which is somewhat simplistic. Most people agree with the general conclusion of the paper that fractures with angulation of less than 30° especially in the adolescent do quite well with conservative treatment requiring simple elevation, crepe bandage support and mobilization with Bedford splint to the little and ring fingers. However, adult patients, where the fracture is angulated 30° or more, usually have extension lag of the little finger and take longer to regain normal grip using all digits. In fact this study described two adult patients with more than 30° angulation of fractures doing less well. The fact that this was not statistically significant, I suggest, is due to the small number of patients involved. The problem of treating these angulated fractures had always been that once reduced and the reduction, held by external splintage and/or cast and sometimes internal fixation, tends to re-angulate during the period of healing. We are completing two studies, one retrospective and one prospective to describe a system of external splintage and cast which will by and large
maintain the reduction obtained and be easy to use. These patients benefit by having a hand without deformity and an early restoration of full extension as well as functional grip.

A. MAITRA
Accident and Emergency Department,
Royal Victoria Infirmary,
Queen Victoria Road,
Newcastle upon Tyne, England

**Alcohol-induced bronchospasm**

Sir

I would like to make three points on the management of status asthmaticus in the light of the above case report published in the September 1988 issue of *Archives of Emergency Medicine*:

1. There is no mention of a chest X-ray having been done on this patient. Urgent portable chest X-ray is mandatory in any patient with acute respiratory failure, and was indicated in this case to exclude pneumothorax, and to look for early signs of aspiration pneumonitis which is a commoner cause of bronchospasm in inebriated asthmatic patients than allergy to alcohol.

2. In the face of an arterial PCO₂ of 15.9 KPa and the clinical findings described, many would consider immediate intubation and artificial ventilation to be indicated together with the intensive drug treatment described.

3. Aminophylline infusion, although described as ‘slow’ in the report, is hazardous in patients who are already on aminophylline at home.

J. N. FOTHERGILL
Accident and Emergency Department,
Mayday Hospital,
Thornton Heath,
Croydon, England

**The use of Histoacryl tissue adhesive for the primary closure of scalp wounds**

Sir

It appears that the use of Histoacryl tissue adhesive for primary closure of scalp wounds is a suitable alternative to suturing (*Archives of Emergency Medicine*, June 1988). However, the authors make no reference to complications, should the adhesive enter the eye.

We have had four patients in whom Histoacryl glue has trickled into the eye, whilst